BREAKTHROUGH LEADERSHIP
FOR TRANSITION

Introductory Webinar

April 29  10:30am EST - English
April 29  3:00pm EST - English
April 30  10:30am EST - French

REGISTER NOW
Academy for Sustainable Innovation (ASI) exists to train and certify a generation of professionals to lead Canada’s transition to a low-carbon, socially equitable economy.

Introducing Breakthrough Leadership for Transition, a learning journey for courageous leaders who are prepared to galvanize and enact solutions toward a more restorative, inclusive, generative transition to a climate positive future.

This is a year-long journey that will advance your leadership practice through curated seminars, coaching, team programming and more.

**INTRODUCTORY WEBINAR**

The journey begins with an invite-only webinar. We will map the landscape of urgent environmental and social challenges, highlight risks and opportunities, and introduce program themes. Participants will gain immediately applicable concepts for leading transition.

**IN PERSON ORIENTATION**

Senior leaders gain the knowledge and capability needed to embark on low carbon transformation, to shape strategy, direct investments and reframe organizational purpose to create value for business and society.

**TWO DAY WORKSHOP**

Make a lasting impact. Evolve new value propositions. Develop new strategies, narratives and means of engagement.

**SUPPORTED ACTION AND PEER LEARNING**

Enhance your breakthrough journey through action learning teams and on-going coaching opportunities.
The goal of the first step on the Breakthrough Leadership for Transition journey is exploring how to lead through ambiguity and lean into tough questions. Participants will spend 90 minutes exploring the following core transition leadership practices.

**EXPAND LEADERSHIP**
Courage to challenge boundaries and existing paradigms to effect positive change

**SHIFT PERSPECTIVE**
Deeply understand context and reframe issues to enable new conversations, solutions and innovations to emerge

**CONNECT TO INNOVATE**
Connect across sectors to a community of peers working on tough challenges and finding innovative solutions

**BUILD RESILIENCE**
Cultivate care to build resilience for yourself, each other and your communities
Dr Stubbings consults, researches and speaks globally on purpose-led strategy, leadership and culture change. She specialises in coaching Boards and senior leaders to deeply examine their context, develop their organisation’s social purpose and bring it to life in strategy and culture. She has worked in over 30 countries with businesses, governments, civil society organisations and networks, often facilitating dialogue and learning between them.

Alexandra founded the Organisation Development consultancy Talik & Company in 2012 with a mission to bring world-class leadership and change capability to the challenge of addressing the world’s most intransigent problems. Talik was recognized in 2018 and 2019 as one of the FT’s Leading Management Consultancies for its work combining sustainability, people and performance and organizational change.
“Transition is inevitable. The capacity and skills to steer transition and leverage new opportunities is what will set leaders and leading organizations apart.”
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Join this groundbreaking facilitated experience to ask new questions, build new relationships, and enhance your capacity to drive and manage the changes the future may hold.

**Introductory Webinar**

- **April 29** 10:30am EST - English
- **April 29** 3:00pm EST - English
- **April 30** 10:30am EST - French

**REGISTER NOW**

The Academy for Sustainable Innovation (ASI) exists to train and certify a generation of professionals to lead Canada’s transition to a low-carbon, socially equitable economy.
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